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The Mind-Body Problem





A Mobius Strip







Topological
Thoughts



L = Not(L)

Topo Logical 
Thoughts

Epimenides Paradox of the Liar
The fictional speaker Epimenides, a Cretan, reportedly stated:
The Cretans are always liars.



From the point of view of  logic,  the Liar is
in an imaginary state that is neither true nor false.

From the point of view of topology,
the Liar has the shape of a Mobius band.

The boundary of the Mobius band is
One, and yet it is Two.



Problem: Design a switching circuit
(with an economical simplicity of design)

that can control a single light from 
an arbitrary number of locations.

This problem can be 
analysed by Boolean algebra.

The following non-dual solution is
the invention/discovery of 

cyberneticist Ricardo Uribe.



Non-Dual Engineering Solutions Inc.



Laws of Form
G. Spencer-Brown

“We take as given the idea of distinction
and the idea of indiccation, and that one

cannot make an indication without drawing a
distinction.”

“We take, therefore, the form of distinction
for the form.”



The circle “makes” a distinction in the plane.

We make a distinction in the plane by drawing a circle.

Circle and observer arise together in the act of 
perceiving.

That circle, this observer and the distinction that arises
are one.



The Form
We take to exist

Arises
From

Framing 
Nothing.

G. Spencer-Brown



We could stop now.



But the purpose/play of this talk is to
look at how, by starting in unity we make

imaginary complexity 
and how that is related to the 

original unity.



Every discrimination is inherently a process, and the 
structure of our world as a whole comes from the

relationships whose exploration constitutes that world.
 It is a reflexive domain. There is no place to hide in a

reflexive domain, no fundamental particle, no irreducible
object or building block. Any given entity acquires its

properties through its relationships with everything else.



This talk will trace how a mathematics of distinction arises
directly from the process of discrimination and how that
language, understood rightly as an opportunity to join as

well as to divide, can aid in the movement between duality
and non-duality that is our heritage as human beings on this
planet. The purpose of this talk is to express this language

and invite your participation in it and to present the
possiblity that all our resources physical, scientific,
logical, intellectual, empathic are our allies in the

journey to transcend separation.



Here is how multiplicity arises in set theory.

0: Empty Set.

1: Set whose member
is the empty set.

2: Set whose 
members are 

0 and 1.



TWO SETS ARE EQUAL IF AND ONLY IF
THEY HAVE THE SAME MEMBERS.

Theorem. There is only one empty set.

Proof. Suppose U and V are both
empty. By the above principle, 

they must be equal.
They have the same members, 

namely none! Q.E.D.

Theorem:  0 is not equal to 1.

Proof.   0 has no members, while 1 
has a member, namely 0.



3: Set whose members are 0,1,2. 

In Set Theory multiplicities arise from nothing but the 
act of collection and the definition of equality of sets.



The initial act of distinction.

For the distinction to be (distinct) there must be
a difference between the sides. Let us call one side 

Marked. The other side is Unmarked.

M



M

Economy.
The distinction is a circle.

Let the circle itself stand for the marked state.



M

Now Circle has a name-tag in her own form.

The tag and the name of the tag can be confused.



=

The name tag is not needed to identify the outside of our 
mark of distinction (in this representation).

The principle that “the value of a call (of a name) made 
again is the value of the call” is quite general.



Spencer-Brown:
 “The value of a call made again

is the value of the call.”



So far we have focused on the distinction
as the locations of its sides and their names.

Let the mark/circle/distinction
 be seen as a 

TRANSFORMATION
from the state indicated on its inside to 

the state indicated on the outside.

Inside Outside



Inside Outside

UnMarked  Marked

UnMarkedMarked

=

=

=



=

Cross from 
the unmarked 

state.

The marked
 state.



=

Cross from
the marked state.

“The value of a crossing made again
is not the value of the crossing.”



Summary of Calling and Crossing

=

=



=

=

=

Example



We have constructed an arithmetic of 
forms (patterns of distinction) that
is a language speaking about a single 

distinction.
Arithmetics have algebras, and the first algebra

associated with this arithmetic is Boolean
algebra, the algebra of classical Aristotelian 

logic. Using  

a    =  Not a.

So we see that the classical logic with all its dualities
comes from and returns to a source that is
the production and dissolution of imaginary
distinctions in a world where there are no

discriminations in the first place.



Further play is fun and illuminating.

For example, we can return to the Liar paradox
like this.

 L    =      L

L = Marked              L = =

L = Unmarked              L =

Unmarked

Marked=



 L    =      L

But this equation

suggests a form L that reenters its own
indicational space.

A form of self-reference, 
or self -observation.

A fixed point.
An invariance.
A recursion.

An object produced from a process.
A process indicated by a transformation.
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of the world in which we operate. They attain
their stability through the limiting process
that goes outside the immediate world of
individual actions. We make an imaginative
leap to complete such objects to become
tokens for eigenbehaviors. It is impossible to
make an infinite nest of boxes. We do not
make it. We imagine it. And in imagining that
infinite nest of boxes, we arrive at the eigen-
form. 

The leap of imagination to the infinite
eigenform is a model of the human ability to
create signs and symbols. In the case of the
eigenform X with X = F(X), X can be regarded
as the name of the process itself or as the name
of the limiting process. Note that if you are
told that 

X = F(X), 

then, substituting F(X) for X, you can write

X = F(F(X)).

Substituting again and again, you have

X = F(F(F(X))) = F(F(F(F(X)))) = 
F(F(F(F(F(X))))) = …

The process arises from the symbolic
expression of its eigenform. In this view, the
eigenform is an implicate order for the process
that generates it. (Here we refer to implicate
order in the sense of David Bohm 1980). 

Sometimes one stylizes the structure by
indicating where the eigenform X reenters its
own indicational space with an arrow or other
graphical device. See the picture below for the
case of the nested boxes.

Does the infinite nest of boxes exist? Cer-
tainly it does not exist on this page or any-
where in the physical world with which we are
familiar. The infinite nest of boxes exists in the
imagination. It is a symbolic entity.

The eigenform is the imagined boundary
in the reciprocal relationship of the object
(the “It”) and the process leading to the object
(the process leading to “It”). In the diagram

below we have indicated these relationships
with respect to the eigenform of nested boxes.
Note that the “It” is illustrated as a finite
approximation (to the infinite limit) that is
sufficient to allow an observer to infer/per-
ceive the generating process that underlies it.

Just so, an object in the world (cognitive,
physical, ideal, etc.) provides a conceptual
center for the exploration of a skein of rela-
tionships related to its context and to the
processes that generate it. An object can have
varying degrees of reality, just as an eigenform
does. If we take the suggestion to heart that
objects are tokens for eigenbehaviors, then an
object in itself is an entity, participating in a
network of interactions, taking on its appar-
ent solidity and stability from these
interactions. 

An object is an amphibian between the
symbolic and imaginary world of the mind
and the complex world of personal experi-
ence. The object, when viewed as a process, is
a dialogue between these worlds. The object,
when seen as a sign for itself, or in and of itself,
is imaginary.

Why are objects apparently solid? Of
course you cannot walk through a brick wall
even if you think about it differently. I do not
mean apparent in the sense of thought alone.
I mean apparent in the sense of appearance.
The wall appears solid to me because of the

actions that I can perform. The wall is quite
transparent to a neutrino, and will not even be
an eigenform for that neutrino.

This example shows quite sharply how the
nature of an object is entailed in the proper-
ties of its observer.

The eigenform model can be expressed in
quite abstract and general terms. Suppose
that we are given a recursion (not necessarily
numerical) with the equation

X(t + 1) = F(X(t)).

Here X(t) denotes the condition of obser-
vation at time t. X(t) could be as simple as a
set of nested boxes, or as complex as the entire
configuration of your body in relation to the
known universe at time t. Then F(X(t))
denotes the result of applying the operations
symbolized by F to the condition at time t. You
could, for simplicity, assume that F is inde-
pendent of time. Time independence of the
recursion F will give us simple answers and we
can later discuss what will happen if the
actions depend upon the time. In the time-
independent case we can write

J = F(F(F(…)))

– the infinite concatenation of F upon itself.
Then 

F(J) = J

since adding one more F to the concatenation
changes nothing.

Thus J, the infinite concatenation of the
operation upon itself leads to a fixed point for
F. J is said to be the eigenform for the recur-
sion F. We see that every recursion has an
eigenform. Every recursion has an (imagi-
nary) fixed point.

We end this section with one more exam-
ple. This is the eigenform of the Koch fractal
(Mandelbrot 1982). In this case one can write
symbolically the eigenform equation

K = K { K K } K

to indicate that the Koch Fractal reenters its
own indicational space four times (that is, it is
made up of four copies of itself, each one-
third the size of the original. The curly brack-
ets in the center of this equation refer to the
fact that the two middle copies within the
fractal are inclined with respect to one
another and with respect to the two outer
copies. In the figure below we show the geo-
metric configuration of the reentry.

… =

The It

The Process leading to It
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Time

L   =     L
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… =

The It

The Process leading to It
... +1, -1, +1, -1, +1, -1, ...

[-1,+1] [+1,-1]

ii = -1

i = -1/i The square root
of minus one

“is”
a discrete oscillation.



On encountering reentering
and reflexive structures

we leave simple dualities for a complex world.
Once this sort of pattern sets it is a challenge to go back to 

the beginning. 







One can be aware of
one’s own 
thoughts.



An organism produces 
itself

through its
own productions.



A market is composed of
individuals

whose actions
influence the market

just as the 
actions of the

market influence
these 

individuals. 



The participant is
an observer

but 
not
an

objective observer.



There is no objective observer.



There is no objective observer, and yet
objects, repeatablity,

a whole world of actions,
and a reality to be explored

 arise
in the relexive domain.



Describing Describing



Consider the consequences of 
describing
and then

describing that description.

We begin with one entity:

*

And the language of  the numbers:
1,2,3.

Describing Describing

Yes, just ONE,TWO,THREE.



*
Description: “One star.”

1*
Description: “One one, one star.”

311*

Description: “Three ones, one star.”
111*

Description: “One three, two ones, one star.”

13211*



*
1*
111*
311*

13211*
111312211*

311311222111*
1321132132311*

11131221131211131213211*

Describing Describing



6.1 Audio-activity and the social context
I kept thinking about that question, and wondering about finding a good mathematical
example. Then I remembered learning about the “audio-active sequence” of numbers
from Conway (1985). This is a number sequence that begins as:

1; 11; 21; 1211; 111221; 312211; 13112221; 1113213211; . . .

Can you find the next number in the sequence? If you read them out loud, the
generating idea becomes apparent

one; one one; two ones; one two; one one; . . .

Each term in the sequence is a description of the digits in the previous member of the
sequence. The recursion goes back and forth between number and description of
number. What happens as this recursion goes on and on?

Here is a bit more of it:

1
11
21
1211
111221
312211
13112221
1113213211
31131211131221
13211311123113112211
11131221133112132113212221
31132221232112111312211312113211
13211332111213122112311311222113111221131221

Now you can begin to see that there is a approach to a triple of infinite sequences, each
describing the next, with the first describing the last. This triple is the limiting
condition of the audio-active sequence. In one sense the audio-active sequence oscillates
among these three sequences (in the limit), and yet in another sense this triplet of
infinite sequences is the eigenform in back of the audio-activity!

A ! 11131221131211132221. . .

B ! 3113112221131112311332. . .

C ! 132113213221133112132123. . .

The triple of infinite sequences are built by continually cycling the self-description
through the three sequences. This leads to a definite and highly unpredictable buildup
of the three infinite sequences,A, B, and C such that B describesA, C describes B and
A describes C! (Figure 5).

This triplication is the eigenform for the recursion of the audio-active sequence. The
triplicate mutual description is the “fixed point” of this recursion. With this example,
we begin to see the subtlety of the concept of an eigenform, and how it may apply to
diverse human situations. For indeed imagine the plight of three individual human
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beings Alice, Bob and Carol who each take on the task to describe another, with Bob
describing Alice, Carol describing Bob and Alice describing Carol. In the mutual round
of their descriptions they may converge on a mutual agreement as do the triplet of
audio-active sequences (in the limit). Yet, it may take some coaxing to bring forth the
agreement and some creativity as well. More complex social situations will be beyond
calculation, and yet, the principles of the interaction, the possibility of eigenforms will
apply. The concept is powerful and important to consider, particularly when one is
faced with the incalculable nature of complex interaction.

7. Generation of objects
The true question about an object is: How is it generated?

The false question about an object is: What is its classification?
Take a mathematical case in point. Let R be the set of all sets that are not members

of themselves. (Russell’s famous paradoxical set.) We symbolize R as follows.
Let AB denote the condition that B is a member of A.
Define R by the equation

RX !,XX

which says X is a member of R means that it is not the case that X is a member of X.
From this we reach the paradox at once. Substitute R for X you obtain:

RR !,RR

R is a member of R means that it is not the case that R is a member of R.
Something curious has happened. We attempt to classify R by finding if it was or

was not a member of itself and we are led into a round robin that oscillates between
membership and nonmembership. Classification creates trouble.

Ask how R is generated.
We start with some sets we know. For example, the empty set is not a member of

itself, neither is the set of all cats. So a first approximation to R could be

R1 ! { { }; Cats};

where Cats denote the set of all cats (Cats is not a cat.). Now we note that R1 is also
not a member of itself. So we have to add R1 to get a better approximation R2.

R2 ! { { }; Cats; { { }; Cats} }:

But R2 is also not a member of itself and so we would have to add R2 and keep on with
this as well as throwing in other sets that come along and are normal. A set is normal if
it is not a member of itself.

Figure 5.
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Self-Mutuality and Fundamental Triplicity

Trefoil as self-mutuality.
Loops about itself.

Creates three loopings
In the course of

Closure.



Patterned Integrity

The knot is information independent
of the substrate that carries it.



dimension. After that invention, it turned out that the diagrams
represented knotted and linked curves in space, a concept far
beyond the ken of those original flatlanders.

Set theory is about an asymmetric relation called membership.
We write a  !  S  to say that a is a member of the set S. And we are
loathe to allow a to belong to b, b to belong to a (although there is
really no law against it). In this section we shall diagram the
membership relation as follows:

a
b

a

a b!

The entities a  and b that are in the relation a !!!!  b are diagrammed as
segments of lines or curves, with the a -curve passing underneath the
b -curve.  Membership is represented by under-passage of curve
segments.  A curve or segment with no curves passing underneath it
is the empty set.

{   }

{ {  }  }

{   }

Knot Sets

Crossing 
as Relationship

In the diagram above, we indicate two sets. The first (looking like the
mark) is the empty set. The second, consisting of a mark crossing
over another mark, is the set whose only member is the empty set.
We can continue this construction, building again the von Neumann
construction of the natural numbers in this notation:

{ {} {{}} }

{ {} {{}} {{} {{}}} }

{}

{{}}

This notation allows us to also have sets that are members of
themselves,

a a!

a

a = {a}
and sets can be members of each other.a

b
a={b}
b={a}

Mutuality is diagrammed as topological linking. This leads the
question beyond flatland: Is there a topological interpretation for this
way of looking at set-membership?

Consider the following example, modified from the previous one.

b
a

a = {}
b = {a,a}

b

a
a={}
b={}

topological
equivalence

The link consisting of a  and b  in this example is not topologically
linked. The two components slide over one another and come apart.
The set a remains empty, but the set b changes from b = {a,a} to
empty. This example suggests the following interpretation.

Self-
Membership

Mutuality



Architecture of Counting

0
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2
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A 
belongs to A.

A does not
belong to A.

Topological Russell (K)not Paradox



This slide show has been only an introduction 
to certain mathematical and conceptual

points of view about reflexivity.
In the worlds of scientific, political and economic 

action these principles come into play in the
way structures rise and fall in the 

play of realities that are created from
(almost) nothing by the participants in their

desire to profit, have power or even just 
to have clarity and understanding. Beneath

the remarkable and unpredictable structures
 that arise from such interplay is a lambent
simplicity to which we may return, as to the 

source of the world.




